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< For cooling, Fraunhofer IPM relies
on pressure-based elastocaloric
systems, which prove to be particularly stable in the long term.

GROUP CALORIC SYSTEMS

Small fridge, big potential:
Cooling with elastocaloric materials

E L A S T O C A L O R I C ( E C ) M AT E R I A L S are shape-memory alloys which revert to their original
shape after being deformed, for instance as the result of stretching or compression. The commercially
available nickel-titanium alloy Nitinol is one of the best-known EC materials. However, it suffers from
material fatigue after just a few thousand cycles when stretched. New materials promise to push
this threshold far higher in future. In 2015, a German-American research team developed an alloy
(Ti54Ni34Cu12) which, through the addition of copper to the conventional nickel-titatnium compound,
has achieved a stability of more than 107 cycles.

For some years now, scientists at Fraunhofer IPM have been researching solid-state cooling technologies. And their research has yielded success. At the cooling technology trade fair Chillventa
2018, the team presented the world’s first mini refrigerator operated with the assistance of an
elastocaloric cooling system.
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Prototype of an elastocalorically operated mini refrigerator developed at
Fraunhofer IPM.
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